Elizabeth A. Ruffner of Prescott, Arizona, was presented a Trustee Citation for "distinguished service to library development" at the first general session of the American Library Association's Centennial Conference in Chicago, July 19.

Mrs. Ruffner attended Arizona State University, the University of Indiana and the University of Cincinnati. Her prime interest in activities and affiliations is characterized by her keen personal concerns involving libraries, historical preservation and conservation. Her thirty-six years in Arizona have seen her become a knowledgeable authority on the history and government of the state, and her frequent testimony before legislative committees is sought and respected as a valued adjunct to Arizona's legislation.

The citation presented to Mrs. Ruffner reads in part: "She has provided enthusiastic leadership in her home community of Prescott, Arizona, by serving both as Board Member and President of the Prescott Public Library. She organized the Friends of the Prescott County Library System... She has been a source of dynamic vision in the development and completion of a new library building for the City of Prescott... She has further served libraries on a regional basis by co-chairing the Library Development Committee, which brought about the State Library Plan including the formation of six regional libraries in the State of Arizona. For her two-decade commitment to genuinely active board membership, for her effectiveness in community relations, and for her many library contributions she has been aptly
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